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a b s t r a c t

The effects of the presence of additives like lead and tungstate ions in flowing alkaline zincate solu-
tions on suppressing spongy zinc electrogrowth are examined. The results show that the two additives
with optimal concentrations in flowing electrolytes can suppress spongy zinc initiation and propaga-
tion. And, the two additives can bring about more uniform and compact deposits and, thereby, reduce
eywords:
inc-air flow battery
inc electrocrystallization
pongy zinc
orphology

dditives

spongy zinc growth. The influence of lead and tungstate ions on the zinc deposition/dissolution is
evaluated by cyclic voltammetry. It also shows that the addition of the two additives is largely a block-
ing action, and the co-deposition of lead and zinc ions may occur. The performance of the zinc-air
flow battery with zinc regeneration electrolysis is determined. It shows that by the addition of 0.6 M
Na2WO4 or 10−4 M to 10−3 M lead, compact or mixed compact–spongy zinc deposits are created and
the favorable charge/discharge performance of the battery is achieved with an energy efficiency of
approximately 60%.
. Introduction

Due to its low equilibrium potential, good reversibility, low cost,
igh energy density and low toxicity, zinc has a wide variety of
pplications as a negative electrode material in batteries. The zinc-
ased batteries have high energy/power densities per unit volume
hen compared with other alkaline batteries [1,2]. However, dur-

ng cycling of secondary zinc-based batteries, dendrites formation,
hape change, surface passivation and self-discharge of zinc elec-
rodes lead to poor battery performance and gradual capacity loss.
o far, many attempts have been undertaken to overcome these dif-
culties. Although the cycle life and properties of zinc electrodes are

mproved by incorporating additives in the electrolyte, the prob-
ems still remain elusive [3–5]. Recently, two types of novel redox
ow battery systems were proposed by us, namely, single flow
inc-nickel battery [6] and zinc-air battery using zinc regeneration

lectrolysis with propanol oxidation as a counter electrode reaction
7]. In these two secondary batteries, the use of flowing electrolytes
rovides an effective approach to suppress dendritic growth, shape
hange and passivation of zinc electrodes [8]. However, spongy
inc deposits are easy to be formed from flowing alkaline zincate
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solutions. Thus, the performance of batteries is influenced to a sig-
nificant degree.

Employment of inorganic additives in stationary electrolytes
of zinc-alkaline cells is well known. Additives such as CdO [9],
Bi2O3 [10], Pb3O4 [11] have been shown to be beneficial for an
enhancement in the performance of zinc-based alkaline cells.
At least two mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
improved cell performance using these inorganic additives [2].
First, if the additive is present as the reduced metal, it may
serve as a substrate that promotes the formation of compact
and thin zinc deposits via electro-deposition. Second, the incor-
poration of metallic deposits in zinc electrodes enhances the
electronic conductivity and polarizability of the electrode. For
applications in flow zinc-alkaline cells, inorganic additives must
firstly be soluble in the electrolytes, and secondly their stan-
dard potentials should be higher than the standard potential of
zinc.

In this study, the effects of soluble inorganic additives (viz.,
PbO and Na2WO4 [12]) on the electrochemical behavior of zinc
in flowing electrolytes are examined by voltammetry, scanning
electron microscope (SEM) techniques and charge–discharge mea-
surements. The deposition was carried out in a zinc air battery with

zinc regeneration electrolysis [7]. The logical aim of the study is to
arrive at a suitable additive and optimize its concentration so that
the zinc electrode has minimum spongy growth and good electro-
chemical behavior with a view to fabricate a secondary zinc-based
flow alkaline system.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:wen_yuehua@126.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.04.047
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. Experimental

.1. Cyclic voltammetry

A three electrode cell assembly was used with a Hg/HgO elec-
rode as the reference electrode, a large graphite sheet as the
ounter electrode and a nickel electrode as the working electrode.
he working electrode was a disc electrode of nickel (99.99%, John-
on Matthey Chemicals, Beijing, China) which was embedded in
n epoxy holder so as to expose a free surface area of 0.196 cm2.
rior to each experiment, the nickel electrode was polished with
mery paper 1000 grade, followed by ultrasonic cleaning in dis-
illed water. Two base electrolytes were employed, namely, a 6 M
OH solution with 0.4 M ZnO and a 6 M KOH solution with 0.4 M ZnO

n presence of additives of different concentrations. The voltammo-
rams were measured by the CHI1100A electrochemical station (CH
orporation, USA) at room temperature.

.2. Charge–discharge behavior of experimental zinc-air cells
ith zinc regeneration electrolysis

A newly treated nickel sheet was employed as the negative
ubstrate electrode. A sintered nickel electrode (0.31 mm thick)
as employed as the positive electrode. The experimental cell
ith an active area of 5.5 cm2 was made as described in the

iterature [7]. The two half-cell electrolytes were separated by a
heet of Nafion 115 cation-exchange membrane to fabricate the
lectrolysis cell. 35 mL of 0.4 M ZnO in 6 M KOH solution containing
dditives of different concentrations was employed as the cathodic
lectrolyte and 35 mL of 0.5 M propanol in 6 M KOH solution was
mployed as the anodic electrolyte. Two Xishan pumps (China)
ere used to pump each half-cell electrolyte through the corre-

ponding half-cell cavity, where the electrolysis reactions occurred.
current density of 20 mA cm−2 was applied to the cell for 210 min

o study the surface morphology of the zinc deposits over the nickel
lectrode. Then the surface morphologies of zinc deposits were
xamined by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Cambridge S-
60). The treatment of zinc deposits was described in the literature
8].

At the end of charge, the sintered nickel positive electrode

as substituted with an air electrode (Boxin Shanghai Battery
orp., China). And then, the air electrode was combined with the
eposited zinc electrode in the flowing electrolyte to form another
ell to deliver energy. The discharge process of constant-current was
lso carried out at the current density of 20 mA cm−2.The perfor-

ig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms for nickel electrodes in 6 M KOH containing 0.4 M ZnO and ad
ons. Scan rate: 10 mV s−1.
ources 193 (2009) 890–894 891

mance of test cells was evaluated by a battery test system CT2000A
(Jinnuo Wuhan Corp., China) at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cyclic voltammetry

Fig. 1 shows voltammograms with the first scan cycle on the
nickel electrode in 6 M KOH containing 1 M ZnO in the presence
of additives. It can be seen that a cathodic peak at about −1.45 V
(vs.Hg/HgO) and a corresponding anodic peak at about −1.2 V
(vs.Hg/HgO) are obtained in an additive-free solution. In Fig. 1A,
with increasing lead ion concentration, the cathodic peak gradu-
ally cannot be observed. At lead ion concentrations higher than
10−4 M, the cathodic current profiles on the negative scan and
on the reverse scan are almost overlapped. Correspondingly, with
increasing the lead ion concentration, the anodic peak is shifted
towards a more positive value and becomes wider with a continu-
ous decrease in the peak current. It is rather significant at 5 × 10−3 M
lead. Further, when the lead ion concentration reaches 5 × 10−3 M,
the cathodic current profiles on the negative scan and on the reverse
scan are separated and another small anodic peak at about −0.63 V
(vs.Hg/HgO) appears. This new anodic peak might be associated
with the dissolution of lead. It suggests that the zinc deposition is
inhibited to a certain degree owing to the addition of lead ions and
the co-deposition of lead and zinc ions may occur.

Comparatively, the addition of tungstate ions in the electrolytes
causes the cathodic peak and the anodic peak to be lowered as
shown in Fig. 1B. And, the cathodic current value is not depen-
dent on the tungstate concentration. In contrast, the anodic peak
current decreases progressively with an increase in the tungstate
concentration. And, the potential of the cathodic peak is shifted
towards a more negative value by about 20 mV. It indicates that
the zinc deposition/dissolution is inhibited to a certain degree,
which may slow the rate of zinc deposition/dissolution during elec-
trode charging/discharging and, thereby, mitigate the spongy zinc
growth. However, too large polarization would be detrimental for
the zinc deposition and lead to a reduction in the charge efficiency
of the cell.
3.2. Charge–discharge behavior of experimental zinc-air battery
with zinc regeneration electrolysis

The cell was charged at the current density of 20 mA cm−2 for
210 min, and discharged at the same current density to a cut-off

ditives with various concentrations on the first cycle: (A) lead ions and (B) tungstate
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ig. 2. Constant–current charge (A) and discharge (B) curves of the zinc-air flow batt

oltage of 0.8 V. The voltage–time curves for the charging and dis-
harging as a function of lead ion concentration are illustrated in
ig. 2. As the concentration of lead ions is increased to 5 × 10−4 M,
harge polarization of the cell increases, and its charge plateau volt-
ge rises gradually. A further increase of the lead ion concentration
onversely causes a little decrease in the charge voltage. Corre-
pondingly, the discharge plateau voltage is slightly lower than that
ith no additives. However, the discharge time of the cell is contin-
ously prolonged with the increase of lead ion concentration. The

ongest discharge time is obtained at 5 × 10−4 M and 10−4 M lead.
n combination with the voltage efficiencies, the energy efficiency
f up to 58% can be obtained at the lead concentration ranging from
0−4 M to 10−3 M. This may be attributed to a change in zinc deposit
orphology.
The voltage–time curves for the charging and discharging as

function of tungstate concentration are presented in Fig. 3. It
an be seen that compared with no additives, the charging volt-
ge of test cells is raised to varying degrees. Correspondingly,
he discharging voltage just decreases a little. But, the discharge
ime is extended obviously. The longest discharge time is achieved

t 0.6 M Na2WO4. This reflects the suppression of spongy zinc
rowth and the formation of compact zinc deposition. Thus,
he cell exhibits the best charge/discharge performance at 0.6 M
a2WO4. The coulombic and energy efficiencies reach 91% and 59%,

espectively.

ig. 3. Constant–current charge (A) and discharge (B) curves of the zinc-air flow batter
0 mA cm−2.
a function of the lead concentration in the electrolyte. Current density: 20 mA cm−2.

3.3. Studies on surface morphology

SEM graphs of zinc deposits after the 210-min charge, are given
in Figs. 4 and 5. It can be seen that without additives in the
electrolyte, the zinc is deposited as an irregular sponge to give a
three-dimensional structure (Fig. 4A). The effects of adding lead
ions with different concentrations, are shown in Fig. 3B–D. The for-
mation of spongy deposits is effectively inhibited by the addition of
only 5 × 10−5 M lead ions. At 5 × 10−4 M lead, some pits and heaves
appear on the compact zinc deposit. At 10−3 M lead, the behavior is
indicative of mixed spongy and compact zinc growth. It is expected
that if the lead ion concentration is increased further, spongy zinc
deposits would be formed again. It suggests that when zinc deposits
exhibit mixed compact and spongy morphologies, the contact resis-
tance between zinc deposits and substrate electrodes is not only
low but also the electrode activity is relatively high. Correspond-
ingly, the energy efficiency obtained at 10−3 M lead is the same
high level as that at 5 × 10−4 M or 10−4 M lead due to the formation
of compact zinc deposits.

The effects of adding tungstate ions after the 210-min charge
are shown in Fig. 5. As can be clearly seen, a compact deposit is

observed when the tungstate concentration reaches 0.6 M. Other-
wise, spongy zinc deposits are formed again to varying degrees.
Thus, the best charge/discharge performance of the battery is
achieved at 0.6 M Na2WO4. This is distinguished from the addi-

y as a function of the tungstate concentration in the electrolyte. Current density:
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Fig. 4. Electron micrographs of the surface morphology of zinc deposites in the presence of lead ions with different concentrations: (A) 0 M, (B) 5 × 10−5 M, (C) 5 × 10−4 M
and (D) 10−3 M.

Fig. 5. Electron micrographs of the surface morphology of zinc deposites in the presence of tungstate ions with different concentrations: (A) 0.4 M, (B) 0.6 M, (C) 0.8 M and
(D) 1.0 M.
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ion of lead ions which is possibly attributable to the different
echanisms in inhibiting the spongy zinc growth as shown in the

oltammograms.

. Conclusion

The effectiveness of lead and tungstate ions as inhibitors of
inc spongy growth in flowing alkaline zincate solutions has been
xamined. The addition of the two additives with optimal concen-
rations to the flowing electrolytes is found to effectively suppress
pongy zinc initiation and propagation. The influence of the lead
nd tungstate ions on zinc deposition is indicated as being largely
blocking action. Also, the addition of lead ions is effective in pre-
enting the spongy zinc growth by co-deposition. The performance
f zinc-air flow battery with zinc regeneration electrolysis in the

resence of the two additives in electrolytes was determined. It
hows that by the addition of 0.6 M Na2WO4 or 10−4 M to 10−3 M
ead, compact or mixed compact–spongy zinc deposits are created
nd the favorable charge/discharge performance of the battery is
chieved with an energy efficiency of approximately 60%.
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